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New York State Courts Permitted to Take
Judicial Notice of Google Maps
On December 28, 2018, Governor Cuo
mo signed Senate Bill S9061 into law, amending
CPLR § 4511 to allow New York State
courts in criminal or civil cases to take judicial
notice,1 subject to a rebuttable presumption, of
"an image, map, location, distance, calculation,
or other information
taken from a web
mapping service, a
global
satellite
imaging site, or an
internet
mapping
tool"
(collectively,
map
"internet
information'').2
Of
note, it only took the
Legislature five days
for S9061 to be
introduced and pass
both houses.3
Joseph D. Brees
Prior to S9061, for
internet map infor
mation to be admit
ted into evidence, the moving party had to lay a
foundation by proving to the court that the
map is relevant, complies with New York's rules
of evidence, and could be admitted into evi
dence.4 Laying a foundation, however, is time
consuming· and costly. Assuming the moving
party demonstrates the internet map informa
tion's relevance, the moving party then needs
to hire an expert and ensure the expert was in
court to testify as to the accuracy of the infor
mation. This is especially difficult if the inter
net map information is older or historic.5 In
many instances, validating the location of an
event detracts and prolongs the overall case. As
State Senator Michael Gianaris, S906l's spon
sor, wrote in his Sponsor Memorandum, "[t]his
change [ allowing New York State courts to take
judicial notice of internet map information] to
the CPLR will further the interests of justice by
allowing litigation to proceed in a timelier man
ner and will help both plaintiff and defendant
resolve litigation as soon as possible:'6
In federal practice, courts already take judi
cial notice of reputable internet map informa
tion from a web mapping service, global sat
ellite imaging site, and an internet mapping
tool ( collectively, "Internet Mapping Sites" or
"IMSs'').7 Under Federal Rules of Evidence
Rule 20l(b)(2), courts can take judicial notice of
a fact that "can be accurately and readily
determined from sources whose accuracy can-

not be reasonably questioned:'s Federal courts
across the United States have held that internet
map information from IMSs meets Rule 20l(b)
(2)'s requirements and, as such, judicial notice
applies to "basic map features, physical contours
of an area, and nearby landmarks:'9 Federal
courts have also held that internet map
information from IMSs is not hearsay because
internet map information makes no "assertion:'
thereby preventing its authenticity from being
questioned.10
It is worth noting how far courts have come in
accepting reputable internet map information.
Twenty years ago, on a broad level, courts were
skeptical of internet evidence because " [a] nyone
can put anything on the Internet. No web-site
is monitored for accuracy and nothing contained
therein is under oath or even subject to
independent verification absent underlying
documentation:'11 Today, however, internet map
information is frequently used in a wide variety
of areas, ranging from Uber drivers to attorneys.
Accordingly, introduction of internet map
information into evidence is a necessity
especially in premise liability cases, traffic cases,
and determining proper venue.12 In custom and
practice, businesses, government agencies, and
individuals rely on IMSs and their creators to
provide us with correct and accurate infor
mation.
Still, the Legislature was mindful not to
require courts to automatically accept internet
map information by judicial notice. CPLR §
45ll(c) provides that judicial notice of internet
map information from IMSs is a rebuttable
presumption. The burden, therefore, falls to the
opposing party to challenge the admission
through "credible and reliable evidence that the
image, map, location, distance, calculation, or
other information'' does not "fairly and accurately
portray that which it is being offered to prove:'13
This is an important and necessary element to
the law because in some instances the internet
map information may not be accurate. After all,
IMSs and their creators are not always perfect.
From a practitioner's standpoint, courts are
now required to presume internet map infor
mation from IMSs is accurate and, if the pre
sumption is not overcome, take judicial notice.14
An attorney who wants to submit internet map
information from IMSs must give notice to the
opposing side at least 30 days before the trial
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decide.17 Perhaps Supreme Court Justice Robert
H. Jackson said it best when he remarked, "[w]e
may, of course, take judicial notice of
geography'.'18

